
the New Learning.
They taught him how to henlstitoh,

and they taught him how to
sing,

And how to make a basket out of var-
iegat-d string,

And how to fold a pap'r so he
wouldn't hurt his thumb-

They taught a lot to Iertie, but he
couldn't

do a
sum.

'hey taught him how to mold the
head of Hercules in clay,

And how to tell th- differeneo 'twixt
the bhuebird and the jay,

And bcw to sketch a horsie in a little
picture-frame--

Eut, strangely, they forgot to teach
him

how to
spell his

name.

Now, Bertie's pa was crabbed. and he
went. one day, to find

What 'twas they di I to m'ake his son
so backward in ,he mind.

"I dep't want 3Brtle wrecked," he
cried, In temper far from cool,

"I want him educated!" So ho
took him

out of '
school.

-From Jersey Jingles by Leonard II.
Robbins.

TAUGHT BY
O EXPERIENCE

BY nBO L. nRNDRICK,

The Mosher cabin stands in a shel-
tered notch between Horeb and Jeri-
cho, an ancient structure of logs with
a slab lean-to. Round it are dwarf
pines, the second growth of the
slaughtered primeval forest, with here
and there a giant hardwood tree left
by the woode•man's ax. It is a lonely
spot.-a dismal spot,-but it did not
seem so to young Tom Mosher, who
had known no othey home.

On a clear, keen January morning
his father roused him at dawn.

"It's just th' day to go to the set-
tlcment after supplies," the old man
saidl. "Swallow your flapjacks, and
get started, bub."

Tom ate a hasty breakfast, and hur.
rli.1 into the lean-to. From a peg
cverhead he took down "grandsir's"
sled, a honme-made, red-painted affair,
short, squat and very strong. Its age
was rttested both by the hand-forged
runny rs, still bearing marks of the
hammer, and the legend deeply carved
on its top:

HIABAKKUK MOSHER
1820.

His Sled.
"Now. Tom," said his father, as the

two bound on the rolls of peltrlea.
"you go straight down the notch to
the freighters' road and stop at your
uncle's for dinner. You can get
back there for supper, and home to-
morrow. There's a good crust, but
don't try short cuts."

"And don't go sledding down the
old wood road," his mother broke in.

Tom said nothing, for he had other
{lans, and at sixteen youth is often
secretive, especially when bent on a
forbilden adventure. Why tramp fif-
teen miles, he argued to himself, when
by the tan-nmle route he could coast
more than half the distance at the
speed of an express-train? But he
was careful to conceal his plan from
his parents.

Eb and Mary, the younger children.
insisted upon "going a piece" with
him. He could not well refuse with-
out arousing suspicion. but a mile
down the notch he sn-t them back,
and the moment they were out of
sight, turtned harply up th' side of
Mount iloreb, heading for the old
wocl road on the opposite slope. In
fancy he felt himself rushing down
the smooth, snow-covered declivity
that skirted the mountainside, the
sled carrying him almost into the
"settlement" at Bent's Corners beforn
its momentum was checked by the
rising ground. True, there were two
sharn, turns on the downward way.
hbut he had no doubt that he could
make them without difficulty.

Dodging stumps and thickets, the
boy climbed steadily upward. Two
days of rain on the great depth of
snow, followed by the hardeet frost of
the winter, had resulted in a crust
almost as thick and strong as a sheet
of ice.

Eleven o'clock found him at the
deserted lumber-camp, whence he
hurried to the road that led, a mere
pencilmark through the ragged wll-
derness, to the valley, three thousand
feet below.

T'nn carefully placed himself across
the pdltrles on his sled, with his right
leg extended like a rudder behind,
and prepared for a six-mile coast At
the last moment he had to coenfes
that the disused roadway looked v,"rv
narrow and steep. and th" stumps anI
trecs on each side wre menacing
dangers that might be hard to avoidl.
But he reflected that there were at
least three short up grades to check
his speed, and that the route nowhere
ran straight down, but always sklrte.l
the slope, whloh It half-encircled

In any event, It was too late to draw
back now. for he was off.

Steadily gathering speed, the old
sled slipped away, past many a maple.
oak and hickory copse, with now and
then an open glimpse of the valley at
hise right.

A mile lay behind him, and his
speed slackened as he ascended "th'
hump." There he saw the old log
ehute running straight down to the
river; and then he was rushing away
faster than before on the long curve
leading to Foster's sheep pasture.

Tom drew in his breath. The turn
below was the real danger-point, for
to go straight ahead meant to hurtle
out into the open pasture, sloping
steeply at an angle of almost forty
degrees, with the limestone quarry at
itis foot. But so far there hat been
l!ttle difficity In steering, for the
center of the roadway was now a
smocth hollow, as if transformed by
naturce into a scieatiflc speedway.

Now he was two hundred rods from
the turn, and making tie first bend.
What was that ahead, directly in the

path? Tom gave a mighty yell. An
old bobcat, a veteran of the moun.
tain, had started to lope across the
open way from thicket to thicket. and
had paused to survey the valley at
his feet, with his back toward a dan-
ger he could not possibly foresee.
htear;ng Tcm's shout, he glanced over
his zhouller, arched his Dck, and-
leap--d straight in air as the flyinu
sled came upon him.

leorea'h that wtirlwind of vibrat-
ing, dagger-like claws, Tom threw
himself flat on his face, his leg rising
to rec. ive a vicious stab as the wild-
cat caromed off, turned a somersault,
and dashed away up the mountain-
side, spitting and growling.

The n, in only a fraction of the time
requited to tell of It, the lad felt
briers and bushers tearing at his
head and shoulders, and next shot out
into the treeless pasture, headed
straight for the quarry, a half-mile
away. Owing to the interference of
the fightened cat. he had stopped
steering, had fabled to m ura,
and was now rushing heallo •6W4tdt
the very -peril he had planded from
the stat` to avoid.

His first impulse was to roll off the
slcl, but on that icy slope he knew
that he could not check himself, but
would fall straight down and over the
lodge of rocks. So. instead, he duit
his left toe into the hard surface, and
strove to edge away, -o as to clear the
farther corner of the quarry and en-
ter a ravine that made off from the
pasture to the southeast. Such a
course was had enough, but !nftinitely
to be preferred to a sheer fall of
fifty feet upon the conical roofs of
the kilns.

Any one who has ever tried to steer
a sled diagonally across a steep an,I
slippery slope knows the difficulty in-
volved and in Tom's case it was in-
creased a hundred per cent. by the
terrific speed with which he had en-
tered the pasture. In a second he
turndl the sled in the right direction,
but it slued so violently as nearly to
throw him off.

lie tore down with half his weight.
till the leather was worn through on
the toe of his extended foot. Thus
he worked his way across two-thirds
of the upper face of the quarry, but
a fall into its farther corned seemel
inevitable. Two or three seconds
woul now decide his fate.

The pasture, although cleared years
before, was far from being perfectly
smooth. Here and there an old
stump protruded from the snow, but
they were minor dangers, which Tom
could do nothing to avoid. Twice, by
what seemed almost a miracle, h3
shot past scraggly monsters that
would have fatally injured him had
he stuck them squarely; and then, as
he was almost upon, although nearly
past, the quarry, the sled ran into the
deep hollow caused by an overturned
tree of long ago..

It was hardly ten feet above the
yawning chasm. The shock turned
the sled half on its side, but It right-
el against the snow-padded roots, the
sluing was checked, and Tom flew by
the corner of the quarry, so close to
it tha, he caught a glimpse of the bot-
tom.

In five seconds he was bumping
down the ravine. This was no cleared
road, but a narrow gorge so cluttered
with huge stones and bushes that he

couldl not have gone a dozen feet and
lived but for -the deep mantle of
snow.

Branches whipped his face an!
twigs tore at his homespun olothing.
Fortunate was It that grandsir had
built the sled of stoutest seasoned
hickory, seemingly twice as heavy as
was necessary, anti that the years
had not detrac:ed appreciably from its
strength, for never was sled subjected
to a harder test. Tom hung on grim.
ly, waiting for the end.

The ravine, two hundred yards down
the mountain, mad- a sharp turn to
the right. The sled ran straight at
the slope ahead, mounted .it for a
score of feet, turned over, and It-s
rider was pitched off sidewise, fallin7
to the bottom, where he lay uncon-
scious for a half-hour.

At nightfall, a ragged lad. with
blool-smearpd hands and face, limped
painfully into Bent's Corners, drag-
ging a battered but still servlceabl3
sled.l

Old Doctor Phillips Datched him up,
whimsically congratulating him upon
uae alleged fact that corn pone and
side-lKrk always make strong bones,
elee his would have been shattered.
Then the boy bartered his peltries for
molasses, coffee, gunpowder and cal-
ico, as directed, and was given a
shake-down in the annex of the coun
try store. The next morning he
caught a ride on a freighter's sleigh to
the mouth of the notch, and thence
dragged his bruised limbs homeward.
-Yoaith's Companion.

HUSKY VEGETARIANS.

Can Crook Their Fingers Many More
Times Than Meat Eaters.

Two Belgian physicians who have
been experimenting with the results
of vegetarianism report in favor of
that lpractice. They have publoaed
a pamphlet tracing the personal his-
tory of forty-three vegetarians of
Brus ls.l

"For the most part," say the au-
thors, 'the vegetarians appear young-
tr than their age; notably the ladles
are distinguished by their clear aind
fresh complexion."

According to Science very little
differ. nee was discovered between
vegetarians and meat eaters so far as
strength was concerned. In endur-
ance, on the other hand, a very re-
markable difference was found, the
vegetarians surpassing the meat eat-
ers from 50 to 200 per cent., accord-
ing to the method of measurement.

The method of measuring endur-
ance used by the Belgian investiga-
tors was by means of the Mosso
ergograph. One of the fingers is used
to raise a weigh tas far as possible.
As the experlmefit proceeds and fa-
tigue sets in the height to which the
weight can be raised is gradually re-
duced until no further contractions
are possible.

If a curve be constructed represent-
lag the height of the aucctessive cou-
tractions it is called a tarve of fa-
tigue, and it is found that this curve
is different for different indlviluals
but is constant fct the samne indi-

vidual from one day o sanother, anti
even after an interval of several
years, if the conditions of the expert-
ment remain the same.

The authdrs compared the endur-
ance of seventeen vegetarians, six
men and eleven women, with that of
:wenty-five meat eaters, students o01
the University of Brussels. Compar
ing the two sets of subjects on the
basis cf mechanical work, it is found
that the vegetarians surpassed the
meat eaters on the average by 53 pert
cent. ." '- :,II

Comparing the two groups cn the
basis of the number of contractions-
or, what amounts to the same thing,
the length of time during which the
ergograph could be continuously oper-
ated-it 'as found that the vegetar-
tans could work on the ergograph'two
or three times as long as the meat
eaters before reaching the exhaustion.
point.

Th' Brussels investigators found
also that the vegetarians reculer-
ate-l from fatigue far more qtlckly
than the meat eaters, a result also
founil in the Yale experiment.

CRIMINALS MEN OF SCIENCE.

To Outwit Them Detectives Must
Make Uce of Modern Methbds.
The methods employed by criminals

havy "improved." They have become
scientific, most scientific. The crim-
inal of today handles chloroform.
opium, morphia, with all the clever-
ness of a physician.

Again. the tools used by the mod-
ern jailbird are unrivalled master-
piC," es. One amazing proof of the
sci ,ntific knowledge of the modern
criminal and his keenness in keeping
abreast of mnodern discoveries lies Iht
the following fact: Recently in MaR-
seilles the huge safe of a bank tas
rapidly opened by means of a coat-
plicated apparatus which had only
been invented by a prominent en-
gin -er ten months previously.

But the detective also avails him-
self cf scientific discovery. Former-
ly in cases of forgery, for instance, a
drop of water was placed on the
forg. d words.. If the paper had been
scratched and its size removed the
water was immediately sucked in; if
the paper had not been scratched the
drop remained for a while on the top.
This process was primitive and
spoiled the document.

Nowadays the suspicious paper is
photographed and on the proof the
marks of scratching are easily detect-
ed by clear differences in the color.
Photography is used also in the case
of forgeries made by means of chemi-
cals.

When a heap of burned documents
is fcund in the fireplace thin sheets
of glass are inserted between the
burned papers. As soon as one sheet
is on the glass it is rendered less
brittle- by means of a special liquid
and it is unfolded and photographed.
The process is repeated with every
sheet, and after a few hours all the
documents are easily read.
A process formerly used for the

classification of blood stains consisted
in examining them under the micro-
scope and from the appearance of the
red globules the investigators would
draw their conclusions as to the na-
ture of the ,blood. Unfortulately this
examination gave no result when the
blood stains were not recent.

Today a more scientific method is
used. The stain is washed: a few
drops of the water used are poured
into a tube containing some spedfic
serum from a rabbit inoculated with
human blood. When the addition of
water produces in the serum a fine
deposit and gives a misty appearance
to the liquid one can be perfectly
certain that the blood stains were he
man.--Chicago Tribune.

A TREE ON A TOWER.

It is the Last of a Grove of Four oe
the Same Perch.

A tree growing on the top of the
110 foot tower of the court house at
Greensburg. Intl., is a curiosity which
is said by a writer in St. Nicholas to
have no duplicate in the world.

There were formerly four trees, bu:
when the court house was 'remodelledl
in 1887 the largest tree, then about
fifteen felet high, was removed, as its
size was thought to render .the tower
unsafe.

Two others on the south side per-
ished from the intense heat. The
tree left is found at the northwest
corner of the tower, where the re
fiection of the heat of the tower is
not so inten'e as at the point where
the two others died.

As there is a grove of soft maples
growing in the court house yrdl. the
grove on the tower is supposed to
have been started by the wind blow-
ing the winged maple seeds in to thS.
ceevices where, catching root in the
sediments of dust and watered by the
rain, they sproutd.

The trees were f, st noticed sprout-
ing more than thirty years ago.

A recent examination of the tower
shows no damage done by the spread-
Ing growth of the roots. The
tree is about fifteen feet in height
and three inches in diam~ter. It
was found that the treees were nour-
ished by a layer of growth a few feet
below where the roots emerge.

A large crack on the south sie at
the tower where one of the trees was
removed is noticeable frorm the
grourd. Because of the lone tree.
Greefsburg is sometimes known as
the "Ilone Tree City."

Church Popular With Lovers.
The little church of Abeam, near

Innsbruck. enjoys a reputation which
$s probably undque of its kiid.

It is a popular superstition that
couples united within the church of
Absam, especally during Nh month
oe May, are assured of unclouded hap-
plness during the whole of their wed-
ded life.

This idea brings scores of loveM to
Absam and during May in particular
the familiar notice, "Come early to
avoid the crush," might very well
be displayed outside the bullag.--

While the Belogian electric street
railway lines in Tien-Tsin, Ch-a, Go
hon: as yet pay much, the Chinese are
riding on the cars in ever Incres-
ing numbers, and in a rew yeas the
esmpany expects to make handsome
prmflta.

Alcohol versus Gasoline
S for Automobiles

By Professor Robert lKennedy Duncan.

LCOHOL is reproduced in the cycle of the seasons; it is ab-
solutely inexhaustible; it is made out of sunshine and air,
and its composition does not lessen the value of the soil or
the energy of the earth. Gasoline, on the contrary, repre-
sents a part of the stored energy of the earth; it exists
only to the extent of about two percent in petroleum, and
its supply will in the future inevitably fail. To-day, the
supply of gasoline is so mut less than the demand that it
practically cannot be obtained by many who would use it.

if all the gasoline-engines in America worked continuously for a day of ten
hours they would consume some 4,000,000 gallons of gasoline! Then, indus-
trial ticohol is practlcall constant in composition; gasoline, on the contrary,
is a mixture, and is generally badly adulterated. Again, alcohol is beyond
all question safer and more cleanly to use. lIts safety 'lies in the fact that
it is not so readily inflammable, and that it dissolves in water; in the event
of fire, its dilution with water, even to its percent in whisky, will at once ex-
tinguish it. Gasoline, on the other hand, is extraordinarily inflammable, and
what is much worse, it floats on water; in a gasoline fire the more the water
is used the more the fire spreads. This fact for alcohol is of extreme im-
portance in the question of insurance-nd in its use for motor-boati. Still
again, with alcohol, the smell of the exhaust is almost imperceptible; at any
rate, gasoline, in this respect, could not endure comparison. Another advan-
tage for alcohol lies in the fact that cylinders and valves do not become plug-
god with residual products, as with gasoline, and that its combustion is clean-
er and its ignition more perfect. Perhaps the greatest advantage possessed
by alcohol in a struggle with gascline rests in the higher compressibility of
its vapor; the compression of alcohol vapor may safely be carried to 200
pounds per square inch, while that of gasoline cannot endure more than 89
pounds without the danger of premature explosion. Next, it requires no
more. skill to operate an alcohol-epine than a gasoline-engine. Finally, it
may be expected that alcohol can always be made in the locality of the de-
mand; it will not require, like gasoline, transportation through extensive dis-
tances.

With proper mcnipulation, any engine working with gasoline or kerosene
can operate, unaltered, with alcohol.

It can be operated with alcohol only at about twice the cost of gasoline.
This is shown in a recent test of fuel economy, in which three automobiles,
running on alcohol, a mixture of kerosene and gasoline, and gasoline, re-
spectively, travelled from Trenton, New Jersey, to Atlantic City, 106.8.miles.
While the alcohol-engine ran perfectly at a rate of thiryt-five miles an hour,
it consumed 14 1-2 gallons of alcohol, at 37 cents a gallon, constituting a total
cost of $5.36 1-2, as against the performance of its rival, which consumed 7 1-2
gallons of gasoline, at 22 cents, with a total cost of $1.65. The relation of
the two is best shown as the cost per ton mile, which for alcohol works out
to $0.0392, and for gasoline $0.01354, about half as much.-From Harper's
Magazine.

flWhy There Should Be
Less Haste

In Trust Crusading
By President Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton.-

PASSION for regulative legislation, seems to have taken po-
if - session of the ccuntry of late; but it came upon it so sud-A denly, so much more like an impulse of impatience than

f like a deliberate purpose, that there is every indication
4 that the careful thinking upon which it should have been

*founded will succeed it after it has spent its force, rather
than accompany and give form and direction to it.

We have passed laws fot'bidding such combinations and
such practices as would virtually constitute monopolies and

have attempted to enforce them. We have forbidden discrimination in
freight rates by railway companies and have tried to detect and punish them.
We have gone further still and endeavored to prescribe passenger rates as
well, undertaking to look inside railway business and determine through
public commissions what rates it is equitable for them to charge.

Governmental control, which we are undertaking so extensively and
with so light a heart, sets up not a reign of law but a reign of dcretion and
individual judgment on the part of governmental officials in the regulation
of the business of sta* companies owned by innumerable private individuals
and supplying the chief investments of thousands of communities, I can se`
no radical difference in principle between governmental ownership and gov-
ernmental regulation of this discretionary kind. Regulation by commission
is not regulation by law, but control according to the discretion of govern-
mental officials. Regulation by law is judicial, by fixed and definite rule,
Swhereas regulation by commission is an affair of business sense, of the com-
prehension and thorough understanding of complex and various bodies of
business. There is no logical stopping place between that and the actual
conduct of business enterprises by the government.

Such methods of regulation, it may be safely predicted, will sooner or
later be completely discredited by experience. Commissions in the future
as in the past will reflect rather public opinion than business discretion. The
only safe process, the only American process, the only effective process, is
the regulation of transactions by the definite prohibitions of law, item by
item, as experience discloses their character and their effects, and the pun-
ishment of the particular individuals who engage in them.

The acts of corporations themselves must be checked not by futile and
blyndering attempts to dictate to each corporation how its business shall be
conducted, but by bringing the officials directly to book who are responsible
ifor forbidden or questionable transactions. The corporation itself never falls
to find the really responsible omfficial in its own processes of discipline, and
it can be made to disclose to the public prosecutor the names of the men
who should be proceeded against,

Seronaut's Prose Poem
i ry J. C. McCoy yI

OW the clouds shut out from view all that human eyes
are used to know, and a new world strange to man is all our
own.

We are alone In space, where for eternal years only
time has dwelt. Without direction to our way we travel on,
for in these regions so remote to all mankind direction Is
unknown-no east nor west nor north nor south, does mark
our path. The horizon, man's constant friend below, has
disappeared, and eyes, burdened by the never ending d!s-

tance, give up the quest of limitless space.
Sound fled from solitude so great, afraid to be arose, and even in our care

she seems to be afraid and echoes back to safety from the cloud below. As
far as eye can reach the scene Is clothed in white, as though the snow of ages,
piled on snow of ages gone before, is blached forever by a never sinking sun.

Fantastic shapes of splendor ufdescribed gre reared within the time of
thought, butfor a glance alone, and soon dissolve to give us a chance to view
new shapes of greater splendor far, arisen at our side. The sun in splendor
undisturbed since placed on high by nature's God, shines down through blue
which skies imprison, and will shine on util the end of time shall come and
nian will be no more.

Faculties brought from below and used to tell us whera we are and where
we go are all at fault in this strange place, and though we fly as on the winds
and with a speed equalled by thought alone, still It is as if we yet stood still
and let the sloth pass b . for here no speed is known short of the speed at
which the light is launched from worlds unseen and travels yet to meet our
sight.-New York World.

Wtht To Do With Parents.

"What shall we do with our par-
ents?" was the subject of a serious
liscussion at a meeting ottgirls recent-
Ty. They said that where parents sit
to the parlor in the evening the young
man caller is embarrassed and some-
times never makes a second call. It
was agreed that to tell the patents to
keep out might offend them, but tkt
to let them come in offended the young
men callers. Under such circumstances,
w•at is a girl to do?-Atchison Globe.

Record Jump on Skis.
At the last Chamonix meeting a

Norwegian on sk'., made a jump of 2.
meters. It was magnificently done
and be alighted upon his skis withoir
injury. This is a distance of nearli
S6 feet.

It has been raiy eight years sines
this ucou• pDdt Great Britain is
the matter of coat productidn. Now
the English mines are hardly to Ie
regzaded as competiors

7IME AGO3 C0e
All Kinds of Wagons

OLD HICKORY WAGONS TENNESSEE WAO•mSLOLINE WAGONS PLOREROE WAGONS '
We are sole Agents for the above High-Grade Wagons. Caam ea

imagine a better line to select from? We are having
n tremendus demand for tole famous

|De1r Log Wagon-
If in need of a Log Wagon better advise us promptly.

Wright Bros. Hardware Co. ,

Louis Hoffman Hardware 0 -
DEALERS IN

SADDLERY
Full line of Harness and Saddles always on hand

which will be sold at

Lowest Possible Pai.oes
We always keep a Competitent Saddler emplge4d

to do repairs of il -kinds.

Louis Hoffman Hardware Co.

a Full Supply of

Metallic and Wood Coffins
Trimmed and all Sizes from Infant to Adult. Up-to-Dat SI•k,,

Ais Carry Burial Costumes. Prices to Suit Castmi.r.

Can Furnish at Once, Orders received by Wire or Otherwis•

LEOPOLD ELGUTTER,
Neweliton, - - - Loultien _

.--- -- - .. . - - - n '

GEM PRINTING. COMPANi
PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS AND STATIONERS.

NATCHEZ, MISS.

ORDERS FOR WORK CAN BE LEFT AT TENSAS GAZETTE 0111

WALL PAPER ! SAM W. HAZIL
Coeatac:*r, Palater at

WALL PAPER ! rapor mngor.
See my samples before sas .
seleotlon. 2,000 samples ree•rWALL PAPER ! so per rol o •o per ro.
given on the smalle.t jobs.

Photograph Studio.
524 MAIN ST., NATCHEZ, MISS.

FIRST CLASS WORK DONE AT REASONABLE RA

Tonses People are Espeolally Invited to Visit my

The Carroll Lumber Company,
Lamm mCorID ICm. Lm..

Would be pleased to have your orers for

Lamber, Doors, Windows, Shingles,
Roofing and Brick.

In Fact anything in the building line.
Plantation orders given strict attes

25 Lots for Sale at $10 per A
S0 to 100 acres to each lot to suit purchaser, on easyv terms., oc•ed
NRWELL'S RIDGE, NEBRASKA. NEWELL TRACT, TANGLEW
AlDOLPH ELOUJTTELR, NEWEI.TOU,

CORINNA HOTEL,
EUROPEAN PLAN.

Is now open to the publio. New throughout and supplied with all
eonvetences. Hot air radiators and stationary washatands in vernya
Unes•ealled for comfort, convenience and attentioa. Ostomore
on every bed. Centrally located. ,

mATIES 7oto AoND 1.00 PEE DAY, IILOLUDIINO BATM.
Pearl and Harlet St. A. .H00TSELL, +

THE 8AFE8T ANOD UICKEST WAYU
TRANSFER MONEY

LnNS EISTANE ETELEPHONE I U

SUMBERLANDTELEPHONE & TELEOUU!U
m- ne**aeeese -

Allison H. Foster
Funeral Director,

Undertaker and Embalmer.
Also dealer in Headstones and Monuments,

Granite and Marble.
All services pertaining to my business promptly

attended to at reasonable prices.

No. 220 Main Street NATCNEZ. MISS

Mrs. W. J. C. Austin,
ast. .jomeph, La.

I disire to keep the Ten ... public in mind of the fact that. I have Ir"t
turned to my home and will continue the business of Undertake. I
k ep en hand a full line of Metalics, copper lined for adults ad,
children, cloth covered and parved tkets, and common coffins, sa
will have a man to conduc: funera when called upon. Prices e
suit the hard times .... I ask of all te friends of my late husbiad

I a share of their patronage. MRS. W. J. C. AUSTIN.


